
 
 
 

 

Feedback at Lister 

Why do we provide feedback to students? 

● To value the effort students put into their work; 
● To provide guidance to students on how they can improve. 

Feedback Expectations 

 
● All lessons should have clear learning objectives that tell students what they will learn during the                

lesson and why it matters. These should be shared with the students.  
 
Examples of Learning Objectives: 
Science - “Describe and explain the process and chemical nature of photosynthesis” 
English - “Explore and analyse Lady Macbeth’s soliloquy in Act 2” 
Humanities - “Analyse literal and non-literal interpretations of the Christian creation story.” 
 

● The Learning Objective should be supported by clear success criteria which set out how students               
can succeed, and with models of what success looks like. 

 
Examples of Success Criteria 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/a/lister.newham.sch.uk/document/d/1ZUcFA_AziAT_39Z5nQ-lTvZiuPLykO03UK9Z_7ER73o/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OP4UEzPkYAwsoH5GND1XovMvr5m-8SeIny0PbM5V560
https://docs.google.com/a/lister.newham.sch.uk/document/d/1fbXr4XL27s1l9Gd4DX2eJZ3PfwtksJa8ci6QjDaTiok/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_6l2MtI6faFMURrQ3p6SWc5MWM


 
 
 

 

 
● All teacher, peer and student feedback should be linked to the success criteria and learning               

objective. 
● Teacher feedback should take place with the following regularity: 

 

Core Subjects 
English, Maths & Science 

Every 3 weeks 

Non-Core Subjects 
(Taught more than once a week) 

Every 4 weeks 

Non-Core Subjects 
(Taught once a week) 

Every 6 weeks 

 
● Self and peer feedback should take place with the following regularity: 

 

Core Subjects Every 1 week 

Non-Core Subjects Every 2 weeks 

 
● Teacher feedback should always include a positive comment, and a specific and actionable target              

for improvement which leads to students redrafting/extending/correcting or completing. 
 

Examples of Targets for Improvement: 
English - “You are not yet selecting words for impact. Use a thesaurus to change the                
underlined words for ones with more impact which you could use instead of the obvious,               
so that your writing becomes more interesting for the reader.” 

 
● DIRT must be provided (in-lesson or through home learning) for students to consider and respond               

in a timely manner to the target for improvement 
● Self and peer feedback should be written in green pen where possible. 



 
 
 

 

Literacy and presentation 
 
The below grid should be in each student’s exercise books. 
 

 
 

● Work should be marked in line with the school’s literacy policy to support language development. 
● Students should correct mistakes identified through literacy marking using the following table of             

staff guidance. 

 

  



 
 
 

 

Staff guidance for Literacy and Presentation 

PPT Target Slide 

Choose the piece of work which you can provide the best feedback on. Remember that feedback is                 
shown to be most effective when it is timely and... 

Is the work clearly written? If not... Target 1: Rewrite the section your teacher has        
highlighted in your neatest handwriting. 

Is the title underlined? If not... Target 2: Underline your date and title. Check        
the date is written in full with capital letters for          
the day and the month. 

Is the date included, written in full? If not... Target 2: Underline your date and title. Check        
the date is written in full with capital letters for          
the day and the month. 

Is the work written in blue or black pen? If not... Target 1: Rewrite the section your teacher has        
highlighted in your neatest handwriting. 

Are crossings out neatly done? If not... Target 1: Rewrite the section your teacher has        
highlighted in your neatest handwriting. 

Has the student checked spellings? If not... Target 3: Using a dictionary, correct any words        
your teacher has marked with sp. and write the         
words out correctly 3 times at the bottom of         
your work. 

Has the student used punctuation 
correctly? 

If not... Target 4: Where your teacher has marked a p.         
In your work, correct the punctuation. This       
could be adding a full stop, changing a comma         
to a full stop, or adding punctuation marks.  

Has the student used capital letters 
correctly? 

If not... Target 5: Where your teacher has marked a c. 
In your work, correct the case - either a capital 
where you have written in lower case, or a 
lower case letter where you have written a 
capital letter. 

Has the student written in paragraphs? If not... Target 6: Rewrite your work, starting a new 
paragraph where your teacher has marked //. 

Has the student used tense (for example, 
past tense) consistently? 

If not... Target 7: Where your teacher has marked T., 
check and correct the tense you have used. 

Has the student written clear sentences? If not... Target 8: Where your teacher has marked ?., 
your sentence isn’t clear. Rewrite the sentence 
at the bottom of the page, making sure you 
haven’t missed any words, or written something 
that doesn’t make sense. 

 

https://docs.google.com/a/lister.newham.sch.uk/presentation/d/1PCm358jGjhatnuQv2j5fTmHK_lO15mwpouB6N8B4KRM/edit?usp=sharing


 
 
 

 

  
 

 
 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 


